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State House:

The Manhattan Metropolitan Statistical Area, a designation by the Census Bureau, currently includes
Riley, Geary, and Pottawatomie counties, and so it is only logical that districts for the area should be
confined to these counties. Doing some simple math using population estimates for each county in 2020
shows a pretty clean division if you add Wabaunsee county as well:

Population:

75,059 (Riley) + 34,022 (Geary) + 23,847 (Pottawatomie) + 6,889 (Wabaunsee) = 139,817

-> 139,817 / 23,285 (Estimated Average Size of State House Districts) = 6.0046 districts

This means that it is possible to cleanly divide these four counties into six State House districts with
relatively small population deviation and keeping logical communities together.

As Manhattan’s population is slightly greater than two State House districts (55,376/23,285 = 2.378
districts to be exact), there should be two districts contained entirely within city limits, with neighboring
townships being placed with Fort Riley, Ogden and Milford, instead of the current configuration of one
downtown district and a “suburban Manhattan” district also taking in surrounding townships. This creates
a proper urban-rural divide by districts, preserves communities of interest and ensures that Manhattan area
representatives are guaranteed power to advocate for the cities needs in the state legislature.

In addition, this configuration keeps Junction City as a community whole as well, which could provide a
potential opportunity for minority voters in this 41.63% non-white district to elect a representative of their
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choice, instead of including white voters from Milford and the rural areas surrounding Junction City to
essentially dilute minority voters’ influence in the city. By the end of the decade, Gingles Rule may be
invoked regardless to force the drawing of a VRA-protected minority seat in the city due to its population
growth and compactness.
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State Senate:

While in 2010 Riley County wasn’t quite the population of a single State Senate district, it’s outpacing of
statewide population growth now means that the county should account for 75,059 / 72,766 = 1.0315
Senate districts. This means that, in order to keep population deviation low, one State Senate district
should be entirely contained within the county. In order to preserve the interests of the city of Manhattan
within the state legislature, as the most population center of the county, said district should be centered on
the city. Abuse of population deviation in an attempt to create a more conservative Senate district, or
splitting the city of Manhattan into two districts to dilute its electoral influence, is a bad standard that
would violate all voters in Riley County, Republican, Democrat and everything in between, as well as
harming the interests of rural voters surrounding Manhattan, as they would be placed in districts divided
between urban and rural priorities that prevent legislators from properly representing their constituencies
needs.

The shape of surrounding districts could still easily be preserved, as shown above in the hypothetical
2022-2030 Junction City-Emporia district. Both of the drawn districts have incredibly low population
deviation of less than .01%, and preserve the communities of interest that currently exist in State Senate
districts by allowing Manhattan to officially be the dominant force in a district.
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House of Representatives

The first proposed House map above goes back to the configuration of Congressional districts that existed
prior to 2012, which respects the culture and interests of Emporia, Manhattan, and Junction City much
better than the current orientation of the districts. Placing the disparate interests of rural Southeast Kansas
with urban centers like Topeka and Lawrence makes little sense, and feels more at home in the 1st District
with other rural communities. Meanwhile, Emporia and Manhattan, both college towns, should intuitively
be included alongside Lawrence, and the community of interest surrounding the I-70 corridor and the
Flint Hills as a whole should be prioritized. Finally, the inclusion of Hutchinson with Wichita in the
successor to the current 3rd district makes more sense than its placement in the big 1st, as it is a center of
tourism and part of the extended Wichita metro area.
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This second proposed map is another proposal to return to the district configuration prior to 2012.
Although this one places Junction City in the Big 1st, it also prevents placing West Kansas rurals with
Southeastern Kansas rurals, therefore improving contiguity and compactness of the districts. It also comes
with the downside of separating Wichita from some of its surrounding metro area, although this map
keeps El Dorado with Wichita, a separation in the first proposed map which doesn’t make much sense.

Population deviation for both of these proposed maps is on average .15% and .18% respectively, and are
considered very compact by both the Reock and Polsby-Popper scales. There are only three counties split
in each map, and no cities are split in a way that affects population (as in no habited areas of cities are
split off from other habited areas).

Opposition to the above map would come solely from the purpose that the placement of Manhattan and/or
Junction City/Emporia with Topeka and Lawrence would make the district less winnable by the
incumbent representative of the 2nd district, and other Republican candidates in the future. But the
purpose of redistricting is to create boundaries that respect shared interests and goals among Kansas
communities, and the current configuration shirks that notion in favor of partisan wants. Respecting the
community of Manhattan in the political process is simple, makes sense mathematically and
geographically, and requires minimal effort by lawmakers - any attempt to misconstrue that would not be
based in fact, as shown by this testimony.
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